IEEE 802.16 Maintenance Task Group

Session 34 report
Statistics

• Start
  – 256 new comments giving 609 total.
  – 480 unresolved comments including 224 left over from session 33.

• Final
  – Reviewed: 200
  – Accepted or accepted modified: 126
  – Rejected: 15
  – Superseded: 51
  – Withdrawn: 4
  – Out of Scope: 4
  – Unresolved: 280
  – Late: 7
Request for Interpretation

- Reviewed two formal requests for interpretation consisting of a total of 4 questions
  - Two questions were a misunderstanding of the standard
  - One question identified an issue already identified by comment #252
  - One question identified a term that needs to be defined – will add a comment to the database
Process

• Create a new version, 80216maint-04_04r9.USR, of the comment database, to include the resolution from this week and to include late comments.
• Create a working document from the currently resolved comments from 80216maint-04_04r9.USR.
• Make a call for additional reply comments on the unresolved comments in 80216maint-04_04r9.USR.
• Make a call for comments on the working document.
• At session 35 resolve the remaining comments in 80216maint-04_04r9.USR and the comments on the working document, giving priority to the unresolved comments in 80216maint-04_04r9.USR.